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particles that form p6 hexagonal crystals with a center-to-center distance
of 16 nm. A combination of quick-freeze/deep-etch images and our pre-
vious negative staining data indicate that the head domain of the uropla-
kin particle, which is exposed without an extensive glycocalyx shield,
interacts closely with the head domains of the neighboring particles,
while the membrane-embedded tail domains are farther apart; and that
urothelial particles and plaques are not rigid structures as they can
change their con®guration in response to mechanical perturbations.
Based on these data, we have constructed three-dimensional models
depicting the structural organization of urothelial particles and plaques.
Our models suggest that the head-to-head interaction may play a key
role in determining the shape and size of the urothelial plaques. These
models can explain many properties of urothelial plaques including their
unique shape, detergent-insolubility, and morphological changes during
vesicle maturation.
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Introduction plasmic tail of UPIII may mediate AUM-cyto-
skeletal interactions.
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The apical surface of mammalian urinary
bladder epithelium is covered by numerous
rigid-looking, scallop-shaped membrane plaques
(0.2-0.5 mm in diameter). The plaque is structu-
rally unique in that its outer lea¯et, as seen in
vertical ultra-thin cross-sections, is about twice as
thick as the inner one, hence the term ``asym-
metric unit membrane'' or AUM (Hicks, 1965;
Koss, 1969; Porter & Bonneville, 1963). The
thickened outer lea¯et of the AUM consists of
hexagonal arrays of protein particles (16 nm cen-
ter-to-center distance) that protrude from the
lipid bilayer into the luminal space. Negative
staining coupled with image processing showed
that each AUM particle contains 12 stain-exclud-
ing subdomains (Brisson & Wade, 1983; Hicks &
Ketterer, 1969; Taylor & Robertson, 1984; Vergara
et al., 1969). Unlike the granular appearance of
the apical surface, the cytoplasmic surface of
AUM appears relatively smooth. Since urothelial
plaques and their protein subunits, i.e. the uro-
plakins, are synthesized in large quantities only
by terminally differentiated urothelial cells, the
AUM can be regarded as a major urothelial
differentiation product (Sun et al., 1996). This
highly specialized membrane is believed to serve
as an exceptionally effective permeability barrier
(Chang et al., 1994; Hicks, 1966; Hicks et al.,
1974); as a mechanical anchorage site mediating
binding of the cytoskeleton to the apical mem-
brane surface (Staehelin et al., 1972); and as a
mechanism for adjusting the apical surface area
through the reversible insertion and retrieval of
the apical plaques (Hicks, 1965; Lewis & de
Moura, 1982, 1984; Minsky & Chlapowski, 1978;
Porter & Bonneville, 1963; Porter et al., 1967).

Recent analyses showed that urothelial plaques
are biochemically unique. These membranes are
unusually stable in that they remain insoluble in a
number of harsh conditions including 2 % NP-40,
2 % sodium sarcosine, 25 mM NaOH, 9 M urea,
and 6 M guanidium chloride (Wu et al., 1990).
They contain four major integral membrane pro-
teins called uroplakins. Uroplakins Ia (27 kDa) and
Ib (28 kDa) harbor four potential transmembrane
domains (Yu et al., 1994), while uroplakins II
(15 kDa) and III (47 kDa) have only one (Lin
et al., 1994; Wu & Sun, 1993). Only uroplakin III
has a signi®cant cytoplasmic tail of about 50
amino acid residues (Wu & Sun, 1993; Yu et al.,
1994). This is consistent with the ®nding that the
epitopes of UPIa, Ib and II are found to be
associated mainly with the luminal lea¯et of
AUM, while the epitopes of UPIII are associ-
ated with both the cytoplasmic and luminal
lea¯ets (Wu et al., 1990). These results suggest
that uroplakins are integral membrane proteins,
that the extracellular domains of uroplakins
bind to one another tightly by forming the
16-nm luminal particles, and that the cyto-
A central, unresolved issue relates to the shape
of the AUM particle. Staehelin and co-workers
studied rabbit AUM using freeze-etch techniques,
and they concluded that each AUM particle con-
sists of six cylindrical domains surrounding a
central hole with the top of the cylinders pro-
truding into the luminal space (Staehelin et al.,
1972). This model does not explain, however,
why all the intramembranous particles remain
associated with the exoplasmic fracture (EF) face.
The model was later challenged by Robertson
and Vergara, who suggested that the granules of
the EF face were artifacts of fracturing (Robertson
& Vergara, 1980). The overall shape of the AUM
particle, especially its transmembrane domain, is
therefore controversial. In addition, it is unclear
whether a urothelial plaque is a rigid and intact
entity, or if it can break up into smaller plaques.
It is also unclear what forces are involved in
determining the concave shape and ®nal size of
an AUM plaque. Finally, it remains unclear what
converts the uroplakin-delivering vesicles from a
discoidal shape in the deep cytoplasm to a fusi-
form shape as they move toward the apical
membrane.

Here, we examined the structure of mouse
urothelium using the quick-freeze/deep-etch spe-
cimen preparation technique which preserves
particularly well the surface topography of mem-
branes and of their fractured surfaces. The emer-
ging results, in combination with our earlier
negative staining data (Walz et al., 1995),
enabled us to build a three-dimensional (3-D)
model of the AUM particle consisting of a large
head and a narrower tail. The head, about
16 nm in diameter, consists of 12 interconnected
subdomains forming a ``twisted-ribbon'', or pro-
peller-shaped, structure with a central hole, with
the six inner subdomains occupying a lower pos-
ition in contact with the luminal lea¯et of the
lipid bilayer (Walz et al., 1995). The tail is nar-
rower, about 11 nm in diameter, and consists of
six cylinders surrounding a central depression
that becomes narrower as it approaches the
luminal lea¯et. Construction of a 3-D model of
the urothelial plaque showed that the extracellu-
lar head of each AUM particle intercalates clo-
sely with six neighboring heads, suggesting an
extremely tight head-to-head interaction. In
addition, we demonstrate that physical bending
of a plaque as occurring in in vitro resealed
vesicles can lead to the deformation of AUM
particles located at the fault lines yielding mul-
tiple, smaller plaques separated by newly formed
inter-plaque or ``hinge'' areas. These results indi-
cate that AUM particles and plaques can under-
go dynamic structural changes, and that head-
to-head interactions among neighboring AUM
particles may play a central role in plaque
formation and regulation.



Results and Discussion smaller than the apical AUM particles which have
a diameter of 16 nm. In some particularly well
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The exoplasmic surface of mouse urothelial
plaques: arrays of protruding particles

Although relatively little is known about the
ultrastructure of mouse urothelium (versus other
mammalian species such as rat and rabbit), exist-
ing data indicate that the ultrastructure of mamma-
lian urothelia is highly conserved (Firth & Hicks,
1973; Wu et al., 1994). Consistent with this, we
found that the terminally differentiated mouse
urothelial umbrella cells contain an impressive
density of cytoplasmic vesicles that undergo a dis-
coid-to-fusiform morphological transition in corti-
cal cytoplasm (Figure 1a). These vesicles, as well as
the apical urothelial plaques, are decorated by anti-
bodies to uroplakins, the major AUM protein
subunits (Figure 1b). When examined by the quick-
freeze/deep-etch technique, which preserves the
native, minimally perturbed membrane surface,
both the apical plaques and the luminal surface of
fusiform vesicles are characterized by arrays of
particles (Figure 1c and d).

Image processing revealed a highly organized
hexagonal array of particles with a center-to-center
distance of 16 nm (Figure 1e; Robertson & Vergara,
1980; Staehelin et al., 1972). In sharp contrast, a
similarly prepared frog bladder epithelial specimen
can be seen to be covered with a thick forest of ®la-
mentous glycocalyx (Figure 1f) indicating that such
a delicate glycocalyx structure, if it exists on mouse
urothelial plaques, should be demonstrable by the
quick-freeze deep-etch procedure. This result
suggests that the apical surface of the 16-nm AUM
particles, which contain mainly uroplakins includ-
ing UPIa and Ib that we showed earlier can serve
as the receptors for the type-1 ®mbriated E. coli
(Wu et al., 1996), is directly exposed to urine and to
invading bacteria without being shielded by an
extensive glycocalyx network. Our result does not
rule out the possibility, however, that bacterial
attachment to the urothelial receptors may be
hindered by urinary mucopolysaccharides or gly-
coproteins, either as soluble urine components or
after they have coated the surface of the urothelial
plaques.

The exoplasmic fracture (EF) face: arrays of
exposed tails of the AUM particles

When the lipid bilayer of AUM is split by freeze
cleaving, the exposed exoplasmic fracture face (the
EF face; Figure 2a) is characterized by particles
that, like the luminal particles, form hexagonal
arrays with a center-to-center distance of 16 nm
(Figure 2b-e; Staehelin et al., 1972). As part of the
exoplasmic or luminal lea¯et structure, these par-
ticles, which are originally embedded in the lipid
bilayer, are contiguous with the particles of the
luminal surface. The intramembranous portion of
the AUM particle is, however, only approximately
10-11 nm in diameter and is therefore signi®cantly
resolved images the intramembranous portion of
the AUM particle can be seen to consist of six
subdomains surrounding a central depression
(Figure 2f).

The protoplasmic fracture (PF) face exhibits
complementary pits

The newly exposed inner surface of the proto-
plasmic lea¯et (PF face) is characterized by a
®ne, hexagonal array of shallow pits (box in
Figure 3a) with a center-to-center distance of
16 nm (Staehelin et al., 1972). Image processing
revealed that each pit contains a central elevation
(Figure 3, inset; see also Robertson & Vergara,
1980) which complements the central depression
of the EF particles (Figure 2f). The overall physi-
cal dimensions and pattern of the PF face there-
fore complement quite well those of the exposed
EF face, even though the PF pits appear to be
somewhat shallower as has been noted by several
earlier investigators (Robertson & Vergara, 1980;
Staehelin et al., 1972).

The protoplasmic surface is smooth

Although occasionally one can see the outline of
some underlying AUM particles bulging slightly
through the protoplasmic surface (the P face) of
AUM, by and large this surface of the AUM is
smooth (Figure 2c; Brisson & Wade, 1983;
Robertson & Vergara, 1980; Severs & Warren, 1978;
Staehelin et al., 1972). Some intermediate ®laments
seem to attach tangentially to the P face (Figure 2c),
but the interaction is not extensive and it is poss-
ible that this binding is mediated by delicate
bridges as proposed by Staehelin et al. (1972).

The AUM particle consists of a large head and
a narrower tail: a model

A major uncertainty in the area of the AUM ®eld
relates to the overall size and shape of the AUM
particle. We have shown previously (Walz et al.,
1995) by negative staining coupled with image
analysis that each AUM particle consists of a head
portion (the head) that is approximately 16 nm in
diameter, and contains six inner and six outer sub-
domains interconnected forming a propeller- or
``twisted ribbon''-like structure (Figure 4a, b and c
reveal its top, side and bottom view, respectively).
While the six outer subdomains are elevated and
are therefore spatially separated from the lipid
bilayer, the six inner subdomains occupy a lower
position forming six direct contact areas with the
lipid bilayer (Walz et al., 1995). These six feet cover
a diameter of about 10.8 nm, which ®ts quite well
with the 10 to 11 nm diameter of the transmembra-
nous domain (the tail) that is visible on the EF face
of the AUM membrane (Figure 2). Since our data
indicate that the tail consists of six cylinders par-



tially fused with one another surrounding a central the top, side and bottom view of the model,
respectively).
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depression, a model was constructed in which the
six feet of the head are in register with the top of
the six tail subdomains (Figure 4d, e and f show
Figure 1 (lege
An important feature of our model, as depicted
later in Figure 5d, is that the very bottom of the six
nd opposite)



transmembrane subdomains of the tail protrudes
into the cytoplasm. This was based on several con-

cytoplasmic domains. While the putative cyto-
plasmic domains of UPIs and UPII are extremely

e

Figure 2. The surface views and freeze-fracture faces of mouse AUM plaques. a, A diagram de®ning the exoplas-
mic surface (ES), protoplasmic surface (PS), exoplasmic fractured surface (EF), and the protoplasmic fractured surface
(PF) of the AUM. b, The EF of a cytoplasmic fusiform vesicle in a (rotary shadowed) replica of an un®xed, quick-fro-
zen, and unetched specimen showing a well-aligned hexagonal array of particles, about 11 nm in diameter, with a
center-to-center distance of about 16 nm. c, The exposed PS and EF faces of two adjacent fusiform vesicles of a ®xed
and QFDE specimen revealing well-organized, hexagonal arrays of 11-nm particles. The PS of the vesicles appears
relatively smooth. Some cytoskeletal elements (Cy) appear to be attached to this area. d and e, EF faces of un®xed (d)
and ®xed (e) cytoplasmic vesicles showing the hexagonal arrays of 11-nm particles. During the splitting of the two
halves of the membrane the intramembrane domain of the AUM particles showed some irregularities in shape and
height suggesting that they were slightly deformed. Note the central depression at the tips of many particles. f, Sur-
face plots of six 11-nm EF-face particles selected from b-e showing six subdomains surrounding a deep depression.
The scale bars represent: b and c, 0.15 mm; d and e, 60 nm; and f 10 nm.
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siderations. First, as we have shown earlier, uro-
plakins are integral membrane proteins with

Figure 1. The structural organization and luminal surfac

tron micrograph showing the accumulation of discoidal and
ively, and the covering of the luminal (L) cell surface by n
surface and fusiform vesicles (FV) by a rabbit polyclonal
et al., 1990); most of the gold particles are associated with
known transmembrane topology of the uroplakin molecu
dowed images of mouse bladder urothelium. c, The lumin
particles. d, An overview showing several crystalline plaqu
ner is an area where the apical surface membrane has been
ing the underlying cytoskeleton (Cy). e, A high magni®c
transform (inset) showing the hexagonal symmetry of the p
particles. f, A QFDE image of the apical membrane (AM)
of glycocalyx ®laments (G) on its surface. The scale bars rep
small (<15 amino acid residues), that of UPIII con-
tains 50 amino acid residues consistent with EM

topography of mouse urothelium. a, A transmission elec-

fusiform vesicles in lower and upper cytoplasm, respect-

umerous plaques. b, Immunogold-labeling of the luminal
antiserum to total bovine uroplakins (Wu et al., 1990; Yu
the luminal side of the AUM plaques consistent with the
les. c-e, Quick-freeze deep-etch (QFDE) and rotary sha-
al surface of a fusiform vesicle is lined by 16-nm protein
es (P) interrupted by hinge areas (H). The upper right cor-

cross-fractured and the cytosol water etched thus expos-
ation image of the urothelial plaque and its fast Fourier
acking and the twisted hexagonal symmetry of individual
of frog bladder epithelium showing an extensive network
resent: a, 2 mm; b-d, 0.2 mm; e and f, 0.1 mm.



localization data revealing the exposure of some of
the UPIII epitopes on the cytoplasmic side of AUM

1995), is better resolved than the tail. Based on a
center-to-center distance of 16 nm, the maximal

Figure 3. The structure of the protoplasmic fracture face (PF) of the mouse urothelial plaques. Electron micrograph
of a unidirectionally shadowed replica of an un®xed, quick-frozen bladder. Note the EF faces of the several apical
plaques (right) containing hexagonal arrays of 11 nm particles, and the PF face of a large fusiform vesicle (left) show-
ing hexagonal arrays of shallow pits. A fast Fourier transform of the selected square of the PF face is shown in the
inset to the left. The inset to the right shows an image of the inverse fast Fourier transform after a mask was applied
to remove the noise which is due to the irregular shape of the grains of the platinum replica. Note the hexagonal
arrays of pits with a center-to-center distance of 16 nm. Also note that in the center of each pit there is a small nip-
ple-like elevation that ®ts well with the central depression at the tips of the 11 nm particle of the EF face. The scale
bar represents 0.20 mm; and that in the inset 50 nm.
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(Lin et al., 1994; Wu et al., 1990; Wu & Sun, 1993;
Yu et al., 1994). Second, the P face of the AUM is
known to be relatively smooth in keeping with the
relatively small, cytoplasmically exposed domains
of AUM particles (Figure 2c; Brisson & Wade,
1983; Robertson & Vergara, 1980; Severs & Warren,
1978; Staehelin et al., 1972). Third, the fact that, in
this model, the lipid that ®lls up the central
depression of the tail domain is connected at six
points with the lipid moiety surrounding the par-
ticle can explain the PF pattern characterized by a
contiguous sheet of lipid with a nipple-like
elevation located at the center of each pit (Figure 3).

The physical dimensions of the model, as shown
in Figures 4 and 5, are in general agreement with
existing data. Overall, the head domain of the
model, based on negative staining data (Walz et al.,
diameter (tip-to-tip) and the height of the particle
are 16.8 nm and 5.5 nm, respectively (Figure 4d-f).
The diameter of the tail domain, which covers the
six feet of the head domain (Figure 4e and f), is
10.8 nm. We are less certain about the length of the
transmembrane domain embedded in the lipid
bilayer. We tentatively assigned a value of 4 nm
based on the fact that lipid bilayers of a wide
range of tissues with divergent lipid composition
are of rather uniform thickness which almost never
exceeds 4 nm (Johnson et al., 1991; Knoll et al.,
1981; Seelig & Seelig, 1974), and that the tail
domain does not appear to signi®cantly protrude
from the lipid bilayer on the cytoplasmic face. This
value is considerably smaller than the 7.5-nm
value based on transmission electron microscopy
(Robertson & Vergara, 1980) which is, however,



prone to arti®cial shrinkage or expansion. Future
adjustment of the tail length will not, however, sig-

Figure 4. 3-D reconstruction of the 16-nm urothelial
particle. a, Top, b, side and c, bottom view of a model
of the 16-nm particle that protrudes from the lipid
bilayer as we determined previously by negative stain-
ing (Walz et al., 1995). Note in a the presence of six
inner and six outer subdomains that are interconnected
forming a ``twisted ribbon'' structure. Note in b and c
that the six outer subdomains occupy a relatively elev-
ated position and are therefore not in contact with the
lipid bilayer. In contrast, the six inner subdomains form
six ``feet'' (best visualized in the bottom view of the
model in c) that are in direct contact with the lipid
bilayer; these six feet are by de®nition contiguous with
the transmembrane domains of the protein particle.
d, Top, e, side and f, bottom views of a model of a com-
plete 16-nm AUM particle. A transmembrane (TM)
structure (roughly 11 nm in diameter and 4 nm tall)
was attached to the bottom of the twisted ribbon struc-
ture. Images such as those shown in Figure 2f suggest
that this TM structure consists of six cylinders surround-
ing a central depression that becomes narrower towards
the luminal side of the lipid bilayer (f). In this model we
aligned the six TM cylinders with the six inner subdo-
mains of the twisted-ribbon-shaped head portion (e and
f); we cannot, however, rule out the possibility of skew-
ing. While the model of the head domain is depicted at
25 AÊ resolution, the precise shape and diameter of the
lipid-embedded tail domain are less certain due to the
relatively low resolution of the freeze-etch data. The
physical dimensions of the model, based on a center-to-
center distance of 16 nm (Walz et al., 1995), are: maximal
diameter (tip-to-tip) 16.75 nm; height of the luminally
exposed head domain, 5.5 nm; diameter of the tail
domain, 10.8 nm; and the height of the transmembrane
domain that was embedded in the lipid bilayer, 4 nm
(see the text). The scale bar represents 5 nm.
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ni®cantly affect any of the important features of
our model (see below).

Relationships between our AUM model and
two earlier models

(i) Model by Staehelin et al. (1972). While our
freeze-fracture data are in excellent agreement with
Figure 5. 3-D reconstruction of a urothelial plaque.
a, The top view of a model in which several 3-D
twisted-ribbon models of the head domain of the AUM
particle were ®t onto a two-dimensional AUM stain-
exclusion map. b, The bottom view of the model show-
ing the ®tting of the models of the transmembranous
(TM) portion of the AUM particle. The top c, bottom d,
and slanted side e view of three particles that are
embedded in a 4-nm thick lipid bilayer, showing the
intercalated and close interactions among the head
domains of the neighboring AUM particles. Note in d
that the tail domains of the neighboring AUM particles
are, in contrast, relatively far apart from one another
and are therefore unlikely to interact with one another
tightly. f, The side view of two model plaques (P)
adjoined by a hinge area (H) illustrating the head-to-
head interaction among neighboring AUM particles. We
hypothesize that the head-to-head interaction between
neighboring AUM particles results in a bend (that is 5o

out of the plane in this diagram for illustration purpose)
which results in the formation of a concave plaque.
While the addition of a particle to the edge of an exist-
ing plaque may be energetically favored, this is counter-
balanced by local surface tension which limits the extent
by which the edge of an expanding plaque can protrude
from the cell surface. The balance between these two
opposing forces may thus limit the maximal number of
particles that can participate in forming a single plaque.
The scale bars represent 10 nm.



those of Staehelin et al. (1972), our model differs
from theirs in several important aspects. In our

does not at all complement the PF face). Finally, as
acknowledged by Robertson & Vergara (1980), the
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model, we depicted the head domain of the AUM
particle as being bulkier than the tail domain,
while Staehelin et al. (1972) envisioned each
particle as a ring of six simple cylinders of uniform
diameter with the top protruding from the luminal
surface. Therefore, their model cannot explain why
the AUM particles are exclusively associated with
the EF face in the freeze-fracture replicas. In
addition, our model takes into account the negative
staining data which resolved the head domain to a
higher resolution (ca 25 AÊ ) than Staehelin's model,
that was based only on freeze-fracture data. By
incorporating the twisted ribbon model of the head
domain, our model uniquely demonstrates the
close intercalating relationship among the heads of
neighboring particles, while that by Staehelin et al.
(1972) implies that the head-head and tail-tail
interactions are of equal importance in AUM
formation.

(ii) Model by Robertson & Vergara (1980).
Our results and those of Staehelin et al. (1972) are
inconsistent with those of Robertson & Vergara
(1980, 1982) who thought that the particles on the
EF face were artifacts, since their height was great-
er than the total thickness of the AUM, and since
the EF face was not precisely complementary to
the globular lattice of the PF face (Robertson &
Vergara, 1980, 1982). Based on our data, we
disagree with this interpretation. First, we con-
®rmed that the transmembrane domain of the
AUM particle on the EF face can indeed be arti®-
cially lengthened by freeze-fracturing and can be
morphologically heterogeneous due to plastic
deformation; this problem becomes particularly
apparent in glutaraldehyde-®xed specimens
(Figure 2e). However, the particles of the non-®xed
specimens are more reproducible and show good
complementarity to the PF face in their pattern,
diameter, and lattice constant of the hexagonal
lattice, as well as in their detailed shape (e.g. a
central depression at the tip of the EF particle
versus a central nipple-like elevation in the corre-
sponding PF pit; Figures 2 and 3). Second,
although the pits of the PF face are shallower than
the tops of the EF face particles, this may be
explained by several factors: (a) while the
deposition of platinum particles during the rotary
metal shadowing process tends to increase the
height of an elevated structure, it decreases
the depth of pits thus making them shallower;
and (b) the rim of the pits, containing almost cer-
tainly pure lipid (Figure 3), may be particularly
susceptible to shrinkage or etching damages
(Robertson & Vergara, 1980; Severs & Warren,
1978; Staehelin et al., 1972). Third, the fact that the
uroplakins are integral membrane proteins posses-
sing transmembrane domains is inconsistent with
Robertson and Vergara's model, whose central fea-
ture is that the AUM particles should fracture
through the middle of the lipid bilayer yielding
what they called a ``smooth'' EF pattern (which
granular pattern is by far the predominant EF pat-
tern seen in whole cells. Taken together, these con-
siderations strongly suggest that the granular EF
pattern (Figures 2b-d and 3a; Staehelin et al., 1972)
re¯ects quite faithfully the overall shape of the
transmembrane domain of the AUM particle
in vivo.

Implications of our AUM model

Our model, as shown in Figure 4, has several
implications:

(i) With a relatively large head domain pro-
truding into the lumen of the AUM, plus the fact
that these heads intercalate into one another
(Figure 5a and c; and see below), our model
explains why, when the AUM membrane is freeze-
fractured, the entire array of AUM particles
remains associated with the EF face (Figures 2b-d
and 3a), leaving only complementary footprints of
the tail domains on the PF face (Figure 3).

(ii) Since the head domain harbors a central
hole all the way down to the luminal surface of the
lipid bilayer, the fact that the tail domain also has
a depression (even though it seems to be lipid-
®lled and its diameter becomes progressively smal-
ler towards the luminal lea¯et of the lipid bilayer)
is interesting. Such a conical hole/depression can
be seen in some of the AUM particles when
viewed on edge in freeze-etched preparations
(Figure 1d and data not shown). The presence of a
protein-poor central depression in the transmem-
brane portion of the AUM particle raises intriguing
questions as to whether the AUM particle is
designed mechanically to twist like a camera shut-
ter, resulting in a change in some physical par-
ameters including the surface area it covers, or
whether it contains a small and as yet uncharacter-
ized channel.

(iii) Based on chemical crosslinking data, we
have suggested earlier that uroplakin Ia (or Ib)
occupies the six inner subdomains, while UPII (or
UPIII) occupies the six outer subdomains of the
AUM particle (Wu et al., 1995). The putative associ-
ation of UPI subunits, that have four transmem-
brane domains (versus UPII and UPIII which have
only one), with the inner six subdomains that are
in contact with the lipid bilayer makes structural
sense in terms of ease of inserting the transmem-
brane domains (TMDs) of these UPI molecules into
the lipid bilayer (Lin et al., 1994; Wu et al., 1990;
Wu & Sun, 1993; Yu et al., 1994).

Importance of head-head interaction in
AUM formation

To better understand how the AUM particles
interact with one another, we built a 3-D model of



a urothelial plaque. Using a Silicon Graphics com-
puter program, we aligned the 12 subdomains of

ing point of view, this interaction may be counter-
balanced by surface tension which wants to
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the head portion of the above model with those on
a two-dimensional stain-exclusion pattern of an
AUM (that had been adsorbed onto a grid with the
luminal side up; Figure 5a; Walz et al., 1995). We
then ¯ipped the model upside down, and aligned
the six subdomains of a tail domain with the six
inner subdomains of the head (Figure 5b). Sub-
sequent replacement of the 2-D stain-exclusion
pattern by a lipid bilayer allowed us to see the 3-
D spatial relationships among the neighboring
AUM particles (Figure 5c-e). This model showed
clearly that the head domain of each AUM par-
ticle intercalates with the heads of six neighbor-
ing particles thus forming a tightly packed
complex (Figure 5c-e). In contrast, the narrower
tail domains are relatively far apart and are sep-
arated from one another by many lipid molecules
(Figure 5c-e).

This 3-D model of the urothelial plaque has sev-
eral implications:

(i) A tight head-to-head interaction, which
apparently involves protein-protein interactions
among the extramembranous domains of the uro-
plakins, may explain the extraordinary insolubility
of AUM plaques in a large number of detergents
including 2 % NP40 and 2 % Sarkosyl (Liang et al.,
1998; Wu et al., 1990).

(ii) Given the fact that AUM plaques represent
2-D crystals of uroplakins which are integral mem-
brane proteins, the 55 % lipid content of AUM was
surprisingly high (Caruthers & Bonneville, 1977).
A related, puzzling feature of AUM is that spin
label studies showed that the highly organized
AUM proteins do not seem to signi®cantly perturb
the hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer (Vergara
& Chesnut, 1983). The fact that most of the uropla-
kin protein domains form an extracellular head,
that are excluded from the lipid bilayer and are
anchored into the bilayer via a relatively thin tail,
can easily explain these observations. In this
regard, puri®ed AUM has been shown to have a
rather unusual lipid composition with cerebroside
as a major component (Stubbs et al., 1979). Such a
high concentration of unusual lipids in AUM
suggests that lipids, thus far largely ignored, may
play an important role in AUM structure and func-
tion.

(iii) The fact that head-to-head interaction may
account for most of the direct interaction between
neighboring particles implies that such an inter-
action plays a key role in determining the size and
shape of the urothelial plaques. For example, if the
binding between two neighboring particles occurs
in such a way that it creates a small curvature of
the plaque, as schematically shown in Figure 5f, in
which this angle is arbitrarily set at 5� for the pur-
pose of illustration, this will create a concave or
scallop-shaped plaque. While adding another par-
ticle to the edge of an expanding plaque may be
energetically favored from a protein-protein bind-
minimize the protrusion of the cell surface. Such a
balance between plaque expansion and local cell
surface tension may be a critical factor in determin-
ing the ®nal size and shape of an AUM plaque
(Figure 5f).

(iv) In terminally differentiated urothelial
(umbrella) cells, almost all the discoid AUM ves-
icles, which are accumulated in the deep cyto-
plasm, become fusiform as they move close to the
apical membrane (Figure 1a). This can be explained
by the fact that the density of AUM particles is
relatively low in the immature vesicles (Severs &
Hicks, 1979); in this situation the surface tension
dominates, resulting in the formation of a spherical
vesicle. When the number of AUM particles
increases in the maturing vesicles (Severs & Hicks,
1979), they form large plaques through head-to-
head interactions; under this circumstance the
plaque formation becomes the dominant force,
hence the conversion into fusiform vesicles.

(v) Although in our 3-D model of the urothe-
lial plaque (Figure 5c) it may appear that each pro-
peller-shaped head is separated from its six
neighbors by a space that is uniform in width,
detailed analysis of the 2-D stain-exclusion pattern
showed that the tip of each outer domain is con-
nected through a thin bridge with that of a neigh-
boring head (Walz et al., 1995). Consistent with
this, we have recently demonstrated that UPII,
putatively associated with the outer six subdo-
mains, can be crosslinked to UPII of a neighboring
particle (Wu et al., 1995). It is therefore possible
that head-to-head interaction speci®cally involves
the tip of the six outer subdomains that are elev-
ated from the lipid bilayer.

Morphological changes of the AUM particles in
areas of new hinge formation

The apical surface of mouse urothelium is almost
completely covered by AUM plaques that are 600-
900 nm in diameter containing 1400-3000 particles,
with only minimal discontinuities consisting of
rows of deformed particles usually located along
the hexagonal lattice lines (Figure 1d; see below).
This observation is consistent with that by Hicks &
Ketterer (1969, 1970) who reported that 100 % of
the rat ureter urothelial surface is covered by AUM
plaques, but differs slightly from that by Staehelin
et al. (1972) who found that only 75 % of the rabbit
urothelial apical surface is lined by the plaques.

Although it has been assumed previously that
the AUM plaque is a rigid structure, it can appar-
ently undergo major structural rearrangements
(Figure 6). Figure 6a shows an experimentally pro-
duced vesicle formed by the in vitro re-sealing of a
piece of apical surface membrane containing sev-
eral AUM plaques. This resulted in the formation
of a large, inverted vesicle (ca 0.8 mm � 1.6 mm)
with its luminal surface facing outside. This and



many other isolated AUM vesicles contained small that are separated by faults that are formed along
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plaques containing an average of 100-400 particles
(versus 1400-3000 particles of the native plaques)
Figure 6. Deformation of AUM protein particles and th
mouse urothelial surface membrane vesicle. a, A vesicle fo
brane probably consisting of several plaques. The 16-nm pa
surrounding ice (*); b-e, Higher magni®cation pictures sh
faults (arrow marks the converging point) developed along
faults each along the hexagonal lattice lines showing the
with most of the particles already deformed (arrowheads)
some small patches of particles still remain aggregated; e,
free with surrounding particles undergoing desegregation
e, 50 nm.
the hexagonal lattice (Figure 6b-e). Presumably
these faults were formed in response to a greatly
e formation of new hinge areas in an in vitro re-sealed
rmed by the re-sealing of a large apical cell surface mem-
rticles of this vesicle are exposed on the surface facing the
owing, b, the junctional area of three converging, small
the hexagonal lattice lines; c, the junctional area of three

deformation of many 16-nm particles (arrow); d, an area
and physically separated from one another even though
an interplaque (IP) area that has become largely particle-
(arrows). The scale bars represent a 0.15 mm; b-d, 0.1 mm;



increased surface tension in these vesicles in com-
parison with the intact cell surface. A highly repro-

suggesting that particle deformation may play a
role in hinge formation both in vivo and in vitro.
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ducible feature of these newly formed faults is the
presence of many deformed AUM particles that
have lost their characteristic propeller shape and
height (Figure 6d and e). Such deformed particles
can also be seen in vivo as a predominant feature
of the inter-plaque or hinge areas in unperturbed,
native mouse urothelial surface (Figure 1d),
Figure 7. Two possible mechanisms by which AUM
particles may redistribute among neighboring plaques. a
and b, The breaking up of a large plaque and the fate of
the resultant smaller plaques. As demonstrated in
Figure 6, a plaque can break up into smaller plaques
separated by a new, relatively particle-free hinge area. It
is unknown whether the newly formed plaques will
remain as small entities or whether they can fuse with
some neighboring plaques forming larger ones. It is
hypothesized here that two plaques can fuse to become
a larger one (i) if the lattices of the two neighboring pla-
ques are aligned and (ii) if the size of the resultant new
plaque is within the limit determined by the balancing
forces of head-to-head interaction versus local surface
tension a. On the other hand, if the lattices of two neigh-
boring plaques are not aligned, or if the combined size
of the two plaques is too large, these two plaques will
remain separated by an interplaque (IP) area, b. c, Even
if two neighboring plaques remain separate (in this case
due to the fact that their lattice lines deviate by 30�
which is the maximum for two neighboring, 6-fold sym-
metrical plaques), individual AUM particles may be
able to dissociate from one plaque, realign (in this case
30�) and then fuse with the neighboring plaque. These
two models emphasize the dynamic behavior of urothe-
lial plaque (a and b) and its individual particles, c.
These results suggest that the AUM particle is
not a rigid structure, and that disruption of its
association with neighboring particles in a hexago-
nal array is associated with major conformational
changes of the particle resulting in the formation of
new, relatively particle-free, hinge areas. The
detailed structural basis of these changes is
unclear.

Rearrangement of urothelial plaques: a
``plaque equilibrium'' hypothesis

When a plaque is divided into two smaller ones,
as illustrated schematically in Figure 7a and b,
what is the fate of the resultant smaller plaques?
Will they remain separated or can they fuse with
some neighboring plaques? Although we do not
yet have an answer, we hypothesize that the out-
come may depend on the size and lattice alignment
of the plaques. If the lattice of a newly formed pla-
que is aligned with that of a neighboring plaque,
and if the sum of the surface areas of the two pla-
ques is within the limit dictated by the balance
between head-to-head interaction versus local sur-
face tension, it may be possible that these two pla-
ques can fuse with one another forming a new,
larger one (Figure 7a). Otherwise, this newly
formed plaque may remain as a separate entity
(Figure 7b). We further hypothesize that another
way a plaque can achieve a dynamic equilibrium
with its neighboring plaques is through the dis-
sociation of some of its particles, which can then
fuse (sometimes after an axial rotation) with neigh-
boring plaques (Figure 7c); in this case the ®nal
sizes of all the plaques may still be governed by a
balance between head-to-head interaction and sur-
face tension.

This plaque-equilibrium hypothesis provides a
possible solution allowing the fusion of subapical
fusiform vesicles with the apical cell surface.
Although relatively little is known about the mech-
anism by which a mature AUM vesicle fuses with
the apical cell surface, it has been suggested that
this involves the fusion between the hinge areas of
the two partners (Staehelin et al., 1972). If the bulk
of the apical surface is covered by plaques
(Figure 1) that are rigid and unavailable for fusion,
this creates a major targeting problem as, by de®-
nition, the hinges of a great majority of the subapi-
cal fusiform vesicles are situated underneath non-
fusible plaques. If our hypothesis is correct, i.e. if
plaques are actually highly dynamic structures that
undergo constant hinge formation and fusion
(Figures 6 and 7), then any given area of the apical
surface can become a hinge at some time depend-
ing on the maturation state and mechanical pertur-
bation of the apical surface. This means that every
fusiform vesicle may have equal access to an apical
hinge area for fusion to occur. More data are
needed to test this hypothesis.



Materials and Methods 3-D reconstruction, surface rendering, and
molecular modeling
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Electron microscopy

For thin section transmission electron microscopy
(EM), fresh bladders from adult Balb/c mice were cut
into small pieces (<1 mm2), ®xed with 2.5 % glutaral-
dehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4),
post-®xed with 2 % (w/v) osmium tetroxide (OsO4),
and embedded in Epon 812 (Polysciences, Warrington,
PA). For immunoelectron microscopy, tissues were
®xed in 3 % paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M sodium caco-
dylate buffer containing 4 % (w/v) sucrose, dehy-
drated, and embedded in Lowicryl (Polysciences,
Warrington, PA). Sections were incubated with a rab-
bit polyclonal antiserum against total uroplakins of
bovine urothelial plaques (Wu et al., 1990; Yu et al.,
1990).

Quick-freeze/deep-etch

Samples were fast frozen by contact with the surface
of a sapphire block cooled to ÿ186 �C with liquid N2

using a Life Cell CF-100 freezing apparatus, freeze-frac-
tured and/or freeze-etched, followed by platinum and
carbon evaporation to form replicas using a Balzers 300
Freeze Fracture Unit. The platinum evaporation gun was
positioned at 30-45 � for unidirectional shadowing and at
12-15 � for rotary shadowing. Replicas were viewed with
a Zeiss 902 EM equipped with an electron energy loss
spectrometer. Images were generated using only the
inelastically scattered electrons. The electron micrograph
negatives were digitized using a Leaf 45 scanner (Leaf
Systems, Southborough, MA). Image processing was per-
formed using either the NIH Image program or the Digi-
tal Micrograph 3.1 (Gatan, Inc.).

For examination of intact bladder samples, a fresh
mouse bladder was cut into halves, rinsed with distilled
water, and directly quick-frozen in liquid nitrogen.
Alternatively, the bladder halves were ®xed with 2 %
glutaraldehyde, or ®xed after they had been extracted
brie¯y with 0.1 % Triton X-100 in buffer A (30 mM
Hepes (pH 7.1-7.4), 70 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 3 mM
EGTA, 0.1 mM 4-(2-aminoethyl)-benzensulfonyl ¯uoride
(AEBSF), and 1 mM DTT) for ®ve minutes at room
temperature (Heuser, 1983). The samples were then
processed for quick-freeze/deep-etch preparation (see
below).

For examination of crude urothelial membranes, fresh
mouse bladder was inverted, rinsed with ice-cold phos-
phate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4), and the surface
urothelium was scraped from the luminal surface with a
blunt scalpel. The scraped urothelial sheets were sus-
pended in PBS, collected by ten minutes centrifugation
at 1500 g and 4 �C, and homogenized in buffer A. After
15 minutes centrifugation at 2500 g and 4 �C, the cell
pellet was resuspended in buffer A, loaded onto a 1.6 M
sucrose cushion (same buffer), and centrifuged for
20 minutes in a SW41 (Beckman) rotor at 16,000 rpm
and 4 �C. The crude plasma membranes concentrated at
the cushion interface were collected, and washed with
buffer A by suspension and centrifugation. These total
plasma membranes were then ®xed for two hours with
2 % glutaraldehyde in buffer A without AEBSF or DTT.
After three rinses with distilled water, the samples were
quick-frozen, deep-etched, and rotary or unidirectionally
metal shadowed (Kachar & Reese, 1988).
The 3-D stack of sections of the AUM particle was
visualized and rendered by real-time isocontouring
(Henn et al., 1996). The program iso used in this work
was developed in the Basel laboratory on a Silicon
Graphics Impact computer. Showcase and Revo were
used to build the initial graphs of the lipid bilayer and
the 16-nm particle. Scene Viewer was used to construct
the composites shown in Figures 4, 5 and 7. All three
programs are part of the Irix 6.2 system software. In
order to align the AUM particles in 3-D, texture mapping
(Teschner et al., 1994) was used. An image-processed 2-D
map of negatively stained AUM plaques was used to
generate a contiguous texture. This texture was glued on
a plate which then served as an orientation guide to
align the 3-D models of AUM particles (Figure 5).
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